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WARNING! THIS STORY IS NOT FOR THE FAINT AT HEARTLiberty had been going through the
wringer with her crazy ex-girlfriend, Trip. Popping up at her crib uninvited, beating up on her little
brother, and driving a car through her house were just a few of the things she experienced since
their breakup. Life was miserable before Apollo came out of nowhere and rescued her. He's
everything she ever wanted in a partner, and she loves him for building up her self-esteem and
providing for her family. Life is perfect, but things suddenly take a turn for the worse after he's
arrested for the murder of Trip. Further tension arises once Liberty discovers that Apollo is a
contract killer. After he's released, she somehow finds herself trying to convince him not to kill his
next target--who's ironically her little cousin's boyfriend. Shayla never thought she'd fall in love and
marry the outlaw her mama warned her about. Regardless of their past differences, she's
determined to make it work with Romeo. Can they overcome their many obstacles in spite of
enemies lurking in the shadows? Kendall Rivers is a 23-year old good girl from the suburbs, who's
always lived her life on the straight and narrow. However, everything changes the moment she
meets head of a ruthless gang known worldwide as The Heartless Felons. Sexy, charming, and
swag on a thousand, Quay is every female's dream and every father's worst nightmare. Despite his
bad boy reputation, Kendall still finds herself falling head over heels in love. But there's only one
problem... Quay is hiding a deep, dark secret that could potentially put their lives in jeopardy. Will
this unlikely couple triumph? Or will Quay's reckless ways and dangerous lifestyle lead to their
demise?SCROLL UP TO GRAB YOUR COPY OF THE HIGHLY ANTICIPATED FLAWLESS
SPIN-OFF!
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Loved this book from beginning to end.... Your work always keeps me intrigued. I was at work
sneaking reading it was so hard to wait til I got off. Keep up the good work ...RIP TO THE
characters we lost

This was a pretty good book I read it within 4hrs, it picked up where it left off at in Flawless 3, Quay
was a cold hearted murderer. Apollo and Romeo are determined to get their revenge on Quay for all
the the trouble he caused in their lives , it seems as if Quay is always one step ahead of the
gameGood read, it has a few errors I gave it 4 Stars

You never disappoint, I cried at least twice reading this book, I laughed and was sad when I got to
the end. Another great read! Twists and turns are what make your books stand out and reading this
one will definitely have you wondering what could possibly happen next!

This book had me almost too nervous to finish it. Apollo, Liberty, Romeo and Shayla, from the
Flawless series, get their own spin-off novel and I promise it does not disappoint! This book was
filled with all kinds of drama. But like the warnings no states... This book isn't for the faint at heart..
There are some pretty graphic scenes. Like all of the other Jade Jones and Chase Moore collabos...
I loved it!!

Quay was truly heartless and ruthless. Sheesh dude was on one. Liberty took some getting use to
but she pulled it together. Poor Shayla she got dealt a bad hand as well. Quay was just all over the
place with his torture. This was good a lot of things happened that I didn't expect. You will not be
disappointed with this one here.

My Thoughts.....This was quite a interesting read and definitely not for the faint of heart readers!

Wow, what these two authors came up with in this story was some read that will keep your attention
all the way to the end. Characters from ... Shayla, Romeo, Apollo, Liberty, Quay and a few others
will give the readers quite a ride to the very end. Be ready for plenty of drama, revenge with a lots of
horrible scenes, murder...but since this is a urban fiction read be ready for it is a fasted paced novel
with continual action...violence over the top! I will say that I did enjoy the ending to this story and I
must say these authors presented the readers with a good read of 'Loving a Heartless Felon.'

This book had a lot going on... it kept you wanting to read because u wanted to find out what was
going to happen... It moved along at a very fast pace... There was a time or 2 that it jumped and it
threw me off a little bit but as I read I was able to catch back up...some areas did feel a little rushed
but I enjoyed the story... These men had such bad tempers... Romeo with Shayla... He just over
reacted with out listening first... Apollo was trying his best to make everyone happy and trying to
handle Quay that he neglected Liberty when she needed him the most... I can't believe what Quay
did... After that he deserved what he got.. Over all this was a good book...

This let me know what happened after Flawless 3. Karma is a bitch though cause when she comes
she comes hard. Romeo & Shayla was happy but the past was still lurking. Quay came around
causing havoc & problems. Everybody that met him asked was he a bad guy. He just gave off this
vibe. Dez & Kim was doing ok. They haven't had any issue except for what was happening to their
friends. Apollo & Liberty was having issues. It seems as if they can't catch a break. Liberty soon
gets to feeling heartless & takes a life. She is still the same person afterwards. Good book & glass
everybody is ok & happy.
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